
Pole Position Production is a Stockholm-based audio and 
music production company with a global client base. 

With more than 30 years of experience from music production 
and 15 years of field recording and sound design, our expertise 
and services today include complex sound recording, sound 
design, composing, post production, mixing and implementation 
for film, games and industry use. 

Check out our new trailer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I_9nuPAYe_0

Website/webshop: www.pole.se 

Follow us at www.facebook.com/PolePositionProduction 
Twitter at @PolePosProd
Instagram: poleposprod

For contact email: sales@pole.se 

Our Services 
We offer a full range of audio and music production services. 
Don’t hesitate to contact us to see how we can help with your 
project. 
We like to work closely with our clients and take great pride in 
making sure they get what they need. Nothing is impossible, 
and we can work either as an outsourcing company or on site 
with the client. 
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Interactive Sound Design 

We create and implement assets for your game, 
installation or interactive project, or tracklay and 
edit sound effects for your film. Contact us about 
your project! 

• Custom Sound Design 

• Tracklaying 

• Asset Management 

• Unique Source Material 

• Many Years Experience 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXI0l3yqBrA
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Industrial Sonification

As in games, non-speech audio can be used to 
create realistic environments for research, 
education and practising in simulators and VR 
demonstrators. We can help create customised, 
communicative and dynamic soundscapes 
which continuously provide the user with 
information. 
During the last few years we did just that whilst 
participating in a research project with Volvo 
cars and Rise Interactive, aiming to examine 
the potential in sound as a medium for 
communication in highly automated cars. 

In the past years we have worked with the 
automotive industry, defense contractors 
and, in fact, many of today’s Formula One 
drivers have practised in simulators with 
our audio.



• Custom Soundtracks 

• Composition Services 

• Implementation 

• Consultation 

• Film / Game Scoring 

As individuals, each of us have a long 
history of music composition and 
production, and have worked with 
platinum-selling artists as well as for 
Hollywood movies. 

Over the years we have developed and 
refined our skills in composing adaptive, 
nonlinear music for the gaming industry, 
and have delivered music to several titles. 

We can do anything from down-scaled 
ambient music to full-blown orchestra 
tracks. 

Music Composing & Production 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Ag9Sx1Ph2Q&t=21s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGOTYfGMyoE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArD7Te25UGU
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Field Recording 
We have extensive experience arranging 
and performing complex recordings in 
challenging environments, and have 
recorded vehicles, guns, ambiences and 
other sound effects for many award 
winning game and film titles.
Our personal networks built over years 
helps us find anything you might need. 

• Custom Recording 
• Vehicle Specialists 
• Descriptive Metadata
• Multi-channel Delivery 
• Sound Sourcing



Sound Effects Library

The Pole Position Production sound fx library offers nearly 400 
collections ranging from unique vehicles (WWII tanks, Ferraris, 
vintage cars), ice and snow, hydraulics and pneumatics, guns 
and artillery, and much more. Each sound bundle presents 
multi-track recordings performed to meet the needs of game 
audio and film sound professionals.

- Captured by Elite Field Recordists
- Extensive Performances
- Flexible Take Selections
- Meticulously Mastered
- Extensive Metadata

Licensing 

Single User licenses are available from the 
Sound Shop, and please contact us at 
sales@pole.se for Multi User licenses. 


• Single User Licensing 

• Multi-user Licensing 

• Academic Licensing 

• Custom License Creation 



Max Lachmann 
max@pole.se 

With a background in music, Max 
eventually found field recording and 
sound design to be his calling, and today 
he goes nowhere without a recording 
device. Max is an M.P.S.E. member. 

Mats Lundgren 
mats@pole.se 

Music has always been Mats’ main focus, 
and being a pop star in his youth he is 
now a very skilled composer with several 
AAA games in his portfolio. 

Bernard Löhr 
bernard@pole.se 

Bernard is a Swedish producer/engineer 
and mixer guru with several international 
no1s in the past, and also a car lunatic 
and race driver. 

Niklas Olsson
niklas@pole.se

With a career in both electronic and metal 
music, and used to maneuvering heavy 
machines, his feeling and ear for engines 
and sound design makes him a strong 
contribution to the team.
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Linus Anderberg
linus@pole.se

Linus Anderberg joined the Pole Position 
team two years ago. As a car enthusiast 
and with a background as a producer in 
the video game industry, he now 
combines two of his biggest passions at 
Pole Position.

Robin Olsson

His primary role at Pole is to do field 
recordings and sound design, but as a 
trained blacksmith he can swing a 
hammer with meticulous precision and 
create various props that are needed for 
various recordings.

Eric Thorsell

He has designed sounds for mega stars 
like Madonna and Paul McCartney and is 
an expert at building soundscapes for 
moving pictures.

Paul Virostek

Paul has recorded in dozens of 
countries, written three books about 
sound recording, mastered hundreds of 
thousands of sound effects. He 
manages the Pole sound library and is 
the guy who meticulously categorizes 
every sound that comes through the 
door.
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iQZobAhgayA
The Heretic (Unity)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BTETsm79D3A
MS Flight Sim  (Microsoft)

https://pole.se/can-sound-
increase-a-feeling-of-trust/
SIIC (Volvo/Pole/RISE 

RECENT WORKS

…and a small selection of past ones:
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TESTIMONIALS 

”We like to build long-lasting relationships with our clients, and have had the pleasure to work 
with some of the best talent around. 
Max, Mats and Bernard are our local go to recordists, here in Stockholm. Over the past eight 
years at DICE, we have worked closely with POLE in recording and obtaining world class 
source material to help us in designing our soundscape for the Battlefield franchise. Many 
times we have found the perfect recordings, which are full of the richness and character we 
seek out, within the existing POLE sound archive. When we need to gather new vehicle or 
weapon recordings, we regularly commission the expertise of the POLE crew to organize, 
execute and deliver the perfect, usable and yet unique sound recordings that we require. A 
personal and professional highlight for me, is when I can get out of the studio and join them 
on their recording adventures. Thanks for everything!! ”

Ben Minto - Audio Director @ DICE 

"Max Lachmann at Pole Position was wonderful to work with on our film, 
"Above and Beyond" which centers around the birth of the Israeli Airforce. Authenticity was 
the key as we had an airplane consultant to ensure the accuracy of the recordings. Max had 
previously recorded a whole workup on the Messerschmidt ME-109 which is an incredibly 
rare plane with the engine variant needed. We used these recordings as a hero plane in the 
film. The fidelity was excellent as was the fullness and richness of the recordings. With no 
background noise to mar the pristine tracks, we were able to feature them throughout the 
film." 

Larry Benjamin 
Re-Recording Mixer "Above and Beyond" 

"When working on the vehicles of Just Cause 3, I used Pole's vehicle recordings. They were 
all of outstanding quality, with microphones placed in the engine and exhaust (multiple 
positions), interior and even pass-bys are available. Thanks to the multiple tracks, you can 
mix them to the perspective you desire, were your game a third person, top down or first 
person. The recordings have both steadies for 
loop based sounds, and ramps for the granular sound models, both well performed for easy 
editing. Pole have worked in close cooperation with game developers for years, so their 
recordings are well suited for games. With over a decade of experience, the Pole team knows 
how to rig the microphones, and also how to drive and perform the vehicle to get the best 
recordings. Highly recommended!" 

Peter Hajba 
Senior Sound Designer, Avalanche Studios



"Max and his team brought new levels of realism to our game by coming up with innovative 
ways of capturing the exact live-action sounds we needed for our game. They spent days 
outside during the freezing cold winter working with athletes and the resort personnel to 
ensure that they returned with every possible variation of every possible effect. Their 
dedications simply cannot be matched." 

Alexander Bergendahl 
CEO & Game Director | Poppermost Productions 

"Making authentic sound is never easy. Especially when your game has hundreds planes 
and tanks of World War II, the originals of which is very hard to find sometimes. The guys 
from the Pole Position Production literally spread all over the world to record authentic 
engines of tanks and planes for us. As a result, tremendous work has been done in every 
sense of the word, and I personally got a few new friends." 

Pavel Stebakov 
Audio Director at Gaijin Entertainment 

”How does it sound when one becomes invisible? What does magic sound like? Mats 
Lundgren of Pole Position Production has given us the answers in his work on the feature 
film ”The Circle”. With a huge amount of creativity and ingenuity, Mats has created the 
sound effects we did not know existed, which magically enhanced the sound and 
accomplished the film. I can strongly recommend working with Mats Lundgren and Pole 
Position Production, you will not be disappointed.”

Cecilia Norman Mardell 
Producer RMV Film 

”Mats Lundgren of Pole Position Production has been Avalanche's main composer since 
2007. Mainly because of his musical brilliance, but also because he is a reliable teamplayer 
and always deliver.” 

Magnus Lindberg 
Studio sound director at Avalanche Studios 

”We worked with Max Lachmann, filming the documentary "Live or Let Die" at an animal 
rescue centers in Costa Rica and it was a true pleasure. He has a burning passion for 
sound recording and an intimate knowledge of his equipment. He will go the extra mile in 
preparing for a trip and deliver professional quality even in the most demanding situations. 
We found his advice invaluable in how to approach different shots from a sound 
perspective. We would gladly shoot with Max again.” 

Andreas and Natalie 
Thundoor Pictures 



"Pole Position Production is a regular partner for our recording projects. They deliver 
great sounding recordings and I know they are always well prepared for eventual 
problems out in the field, which has saved our sessions more than once." 

Mathias Grünwaldt 
Audio Director at EA 

"During the production of PlayerUnknown's BattleGround we needed top notch vehicle 
sound effects and since I'd seen some truly awesome REV presets made by Pole I got 
in touch. Pole delivered wonderful material for experiments with REV and thanks to 
them the vehicle sounds in PUBG are realistic and enhances the gaming experience. 
The guys at Pole are very professional and experienced and they always make a huge 
effort from sourcing vehicles to delivering. We have always been very satisfied with 
their work and we look forward to working with Pole in the future when we need vehicle 
sound effects."
James Park Kyung-won
Lead Sound Designer at PUBG/KRAFTON

"I first hired PPP to design our vehicle sounds on Just Cause 4. By recording cars we 
specifically needed and sourcing many others along with boats, planes and choppers 
from their extensive library, PPP were able to design dozens of new vehicles, unique to 
our game world while making the most of our budget. They utilized our pipelines and 
adapted to our existing tech to deliver quality sound events that were game engine 
ready. PPP carved out a sonic identity for our vehicles that was aligned with the Just 
Cause brand and helped to elevate the overall audio quality of the game. While I’ve 
known Max for many years, I got to know Niklas, Mats and Bernard over the course of 
this project and I can confidently say that they are individually and collectively as 
passionate about game audio as I am. That passion for their craft combined with the 
overall caliber of what they deliver is why I look forward to working with them again." 

Jason Kanter 
Principal Audio Lead, Avalanche Studios, Stockholm

”Fall Damage worked closely with Pole Position to produce the voice over for our game 
Batalj. It was a smooth process and we were very happy with the result.” 

Anders Gyllenberg 
CEO, Fall Damage Studio



”The Hunter: Call of the Wild would not be complete without Pole Position’s fantastic 
musical score in all reserves. A smooth collaboration even on tight deadlines is what 
makes us come back every time!" 

Philipp Strecker
Producer for CotW at Avalanche Studios, Stockholm

" Working with Pole Position as always been a great pleasure. These guys understand 
our needs and make every effort to source the perfect cars, ensure recording according 
to our guidelines and successfully process assets. Without them, the sound of TC2 
would certainly not have been what it is!” 

Nathan Blais 
at Ivory Tower for our work at The Crew 2

”The people at Pole are simply amazing. They always do their very best to help out as 
fast as possible and the quality of their sounds is outstanding. ”
Torsten Zumhof 
TV sound effects editor 

”We really enjoy working with Pole Position Production. The work they provide for us is 
always professional and high quality. We fully recommend Pole to anyone who is 
serious about creating beautiful sound and it is always a pleasure working with these 
talents.” 

Rob Blom 
Bröderna Blom AB 


